Chylous complications of various severity and manifestations within diverse compartments in reconstructive vascular surgery
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ABSTRACT:

Introduction: Chylous complications, which also occur in the profile of vascular surgical interventions with considerable frequency, are challenging with regard to their adequate management.

Aim & method: Short compact overview on epidemiological, classifying, symptomatic, diagnostics and therapeutic aspects of chylous complications in vascular surgery, based on

• own clinical experiences,
• current selection of relevant scientific references, and
• representative case reports from clinical practice.

Results (complex patient- & clinical finding-associated aspects):

• Basic treatment of lymphedema / postreconstructive edema comprises a complex physical therapy to improve edematous swelling, which needs to be usually performed over years.

• In case of lymphocele, a wait-and-see strategy can be initially pursued to observe spontaneous clinical course. If the lymphocele and its clinical complaints persist, puncture, placement of drainage or temporary instillation of doxycyclin or ethanol can be attempted.

• In case of lymphatic fistula, vacuum-assisted closure dressing, radiation and selective ligation of lymphatic vessels after previous application of methylene blue dye can be used.

• Chylascites and chylothorax should be primarily treated – as has been widely established in the meantime – with a consequently conservative approach initially comprising paracentesis / thoracocentesis, protein-enriched and low-fat diet containing middle-chain triglycerides (MCT) or total parenteral nutrition combined with the application of a somatostatin analogue (surgical approach as ultima ratio only aiming at ligation of the lesioned lymphatic vessel – if necessary, including preoperative consumption of cream).

Summary: Chylous complications can be primarily treated with conservative measures, which should be exploited using a step-wise approach prior to surgical intervention as ultima ratio.

Conclusion: The experienced vascular surgeon should be acquainted with a sufficient, finding-adapted management of chylous complications. This requires a well-experienced clinician and surgeon with great expertise regarding the interdisciplinary setting comprising of interventional radiology, vascular (abdominal) surgery and partially surgical intensive care.
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INTRODUCTION

Lymphatic alterations are serious complications in clinical practice in general but also in the profile of vascular surgical interventions, which are themselves – due to the increasing number of interventions – raising slightly and which can lead to a relevant prolongation of patients' treatment. Frequency after arterial reconstructions ranges from 0.3 to 12 % [1]. Only after peripheral arterial vascular reconstructive interventions at the calf, there is a frequency of postoperative swelling / lymphedema of 15-30 % [1]. The risk is substantially increased in repeated surgical interventions. The spectrum of lymphatic complications is characterized by lymphedema or postreconstructive edema, lymphocele, lymphatic fistula, chylothorax or chylascites naturally depending on the surgical site. In general, treatment is considerably influenced by personal experiences including an already established algorithm and recommendations, in particular, with regard to chylothorax / chylascites [2] but less with regard to a guideline-oriented therapeutic path with underlying evidence. The aim of the following summarizing and systematizing short compact overview is to illustrate the current aspects of frequency, occurrence, causes, intervention-dependent manifestation profile and sites, diagnostics and therapy of lymphatic complications in vascular surgery based on own clinical experiences, a relevant selection of topic-related references from scientific literature and representative case reports from clinical practice.

METHOD

Narrative overview based on a search of relevant scientific references in PubMed® using the key words "vascular surgery – chylous

**CORNER POINTS**

Occurrence, pathophysiology, classification

**Physiology of the lymphatic system**

The lymphatic system transports water, plasma proteins, cells, fatty acids and “foreign substances” from the interstitial space to blood circulation, which cannot be absorbed into the capillaries, as well as electrolytes and vitamins. Lymphatic volume amounts approximately 2 L within 24 hours [3]. Lymphatic capillaries originate blindly as endothelial cannula within the periphery and finally unify to lymphatic vessels, which mouth themselves into the thoracic duct and left lymphatic duct, and finally, into the venous system [3]. Along the lymphatic vessels, lymph nodes are positioned, which have specific drainage areas within the periphery according to the anatomy of the lymphatic system. Lymph nodes associated to a specific drainage area are called regional lymph nodes [4].

**Epidemiology and definition of lymphatic complications**

There are varying data in the literature on the frequency of lymphatic complications in reconstructive vascular surgery. Postreconstructive lymphatic edema occurs in 70 to 100 % of cases, in 85 % of cases after femoro-popliteal and in 15 % after aorto-iliac bypass operations [5]. The occurrence of lymphatic fistulas in case of inguinal access site ranges from 0.8 to 18 % [6].

The most frequent lymphatic complications in peripheral reconstructive vascular surgery are lymphatic edema, lymphocele and lymphatic fistula. Chylascites can be considered a rare complication in aortic surgery (in addition to abdominal surgery), which is numbered in the scientific literature with an occurrence of less than 1 % [7].

**Lymphatic edema and postreconstructive edema**

Lymphatic edema after vascular surgical interventions has to be considered a secondary phenomenon. In contrast to primary lymphatic edema, which is based on an abnormal development of the lymphatic vessels and nodes, in secondary lymphatic edema, there is rather a damage of the lymphatic transport or an obstruction or barrier of the lymphatic flow.

According to Campbell et al., the genesis of a postoperative lymphedema can be explained by leakage of intravasal albumin and subsequent edema (storage of water) into the interstitium according to the hydrostatic pressure. The basic cause for it might be a dysfunction at the vascular endothelium by free radicals within the ischemic area [8].

However, Esato et al. could not detect a distinct protein shift from the intra- to the extravasal space. The lack of an appropriate capillary hydrostatic pressure and the postoperative destructions of lymphatic vessels were assumed to be the real cause of a lymphedema [9].

The primary and secondary lymphedema are classified into a resting stage (latency) and the stages I-III: During:

- the resting stage, reduction of the lymphatic transport can be detected with lymphoscintigraphy but no clinical finding;
- stage I, there is a spontaneously reversible edema with no secondary tissue alterations;
- stage II, changes are irreversible – there is an increasing rate of fibrosis with secondary alteration of the skin;
- the final stage (stage III), there is a lymphostatic elephantiasis [10].

Postreconstructive or postischemic edema can develop after arterial interventions mostly at lower extremities. Usually, there is a multifactorial pathogenesis by reperfusion which leads to the release of:

- \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \),
- free oxygen radicals (and)
- proteolytic enzymes including the damage of endothelial cells.

This, subsequently, leads to an increase of permeability at the vascular wall and an effusion of protein-rich exudate into the interstitium. The pre-damaged lymphatic vessels are then not able to manage the volume of lymphatic load [11].

**Lymphocele**

Lymphocele is defined as abnormal collection of lymphatic fluid within the subcutaneous tissue by traumatic or iatrogenic damage of lymphatic vessels in closed wounds [2]. Clinically, there is an elastic swelling at the skin surface, which can appear shiny. An associated infection can impose with an erythema.

**Lymphatic fistula**

If the collection of lymphatic fluid is connected with the skin surface (“lymphoatmospheric”), the term lymphatic fistula is used. The absence of a spontaneous closure within a short time interval can lead to a prolonged treatment and increased risk of infection up to 42 % (!) [12].

**Chylascites**

Chylascites (syn.: chylascos, chyloperitoneum) are a collection of chylomicrones-enriched lymphatic fluid within the abdominal cavity [13]. Causes of chylascites in reconstructive vascular surgery are direct injuries of the periaortic, interaortocaval, pericaval, pelvic and retroperitoneal lymphatic vessels (flowing into the cisterna chyli), which occur in aortic interventions in up to 81 % of cases [14]. In persisting chylascites, there is an ongoing loss of protein- and fat-enriched fluid as well as a loss of immunocompetent cells, vitamins and electrolytes. As a result of this, there is a threatening metabolic and immunosuppressive malfunction which can lead to a possibly fatal outcome [2].

**Chylothorax**

It is a collection of chylous fluid within the pleural cavity mostly characterized by a typical phenotype (see below). Based on the anatomic crossing of the thoracic duct at the 6th thoracic vertebral body, a collection of chylous fluid is located within the right or left pleural cavity depending on the lesion site. The causes are
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is often glassy, tense and touch-sensitive [11].

Apparative diagnostic imaging of lymphedema includes:

- Ultrasound (assessment of the alterations of cutis and subcutis, manifestation of the content of interstitial fluid and fibrosis of the connective tissue),
- Isotope-based lymphography (assessment of the functional disturbance within the lymphatic system),
- Magnet resonance lymphangiography (morphological imaging of the lymphatic vessels with subcutaneously injected contrast media),
- Indirect lymphography (imaging of the morphological changes at a specific segment of a lymphatic vessel) (and)
- Fluorescence microlymphography (morphology of the lymphatic capillaries).

Diagnostic (measures)

Diagnostic measures in secondary lymphedema and postreconstructive edema comprise mainly clinical examination. The difference between primary lymphedema, cardiac edema or lipedema can be found in a pronounced manifestation on one side, since secondary lymphedemas are usually limited only to one extremity. Leading symptoms are immersion of natural skin folds and the “Kaposi-Stemmer sign”. It is characterized by a swollen dorsal side of the toes. Initially, lymphedema is elastic and later not impres-sible any more [16]. In postreconstructive edema, there is a soft swelling with inflammatory erythema and hyperthermia. The skin is often glassy, tense and touch-sensitive [11].

Apparative diagnostic imaging of lymphedema includes:

- Ultrasound (assessment of the alterations of cutis and subcutis, manifestation of the content of interstitial fluid and fibrosis of the connective tissue),
- Isotope-based lymphography (assessment of the functional disturbance within the lymphatic system),
- Magnet resonance lymphangiography (morphological imaging of the lymphatic vessels with subcutaneously injected contrast media),
- Indirect lymphography (imaging of the morphological changes at a specific segment of a lymphatic vessel) (and)
- Fluorescence microlymphography (morphology of the lymphatic capillaries).

Today, the classical oily lymphography is obsolete [17].
Lymphocele can be well-imaged using ultrasound – it imposes as cystic and echoless structure within the subcutaneous tissue. Further investigations such as computed tomography (CT) or magnet resonance imaging (MRI) are reserved only for specific questions (e.g., manifestations within the abdominal cavity).

Imaging of a lymphatic fistula by means of methylene blue is controversially discussed due to possible color-based damages or allergic reactions – it should only be performed in exceptional cases [1]. In contrast, Del Frari et al. have described intraoperative imaging by intracutaneous injection of methylene blue as a simple, easily executable, cost-preserving, fast and free of complications method for the precise intraoperative localization [12].

Persisting chylascites can be assumed by a painless and distended abdomen - in addition, unspecific abdominal discomfort, nausea, edemas or enlarged lymph nodes can occur. The release of chylous fluid out of drainages in situ can be considered indicative [2], which appears typically ocherous and similar in appearance to milky coffee. The minimal volume of daily chyle amounts to 200 mL/24 h according to the generally accepted definition. Laboratory analysis reveals chylomicrones-enriched fluid out of the drainages with an associated triglyceride (TG) concentration of more than 1.2 mmol/L (or 110 mg/dL). The microscopic detection of chylomicrones and/or a TG level of this fluid > serum level is appropriate evidence. In a normal white blood cell count and negative microbiological finding(s) (obligatory analysis), an infection can be sufficiently excluded [18]. From a technical point of view, the beginning of phase I, flat-knitted compressing stockings should be prescribed and measured up, as well as the measurements should be applied for approval by the insurance company. At the end of phase I, compressing stockings with optimized measurements should be ordered [19]. During phase II, specific measures are used according to the degree of severity of the disease. Thus, within stage II and III of lymphedema, manual lymph drainage should be performed according to individual needs 1-3 times a week. Furthermore, compressing stockings and bandages should be carried, decongesting physical exercises continued and if necessary, phase I should be repeated [17].

In postreconstructive edema, arterial outflow and surgically achieved peripheral arterial pressure are of primary interest. Compression therapy should be performed with almost no pressure by applying a timely limited and a padded bandage, which includes the acra [11]. In fitting compression stockings during phase II of CPDT, flat-knitted compression stockings of class I should be prescribed that have the best adaptation to the deformation of the limbs [17]. The pressure of class I at the ankles amounts to 18-21 mmHg (2.4-2.8 kPa) according to "RAL GZG 387 (2000)" [20]. In a prospective randomized controlled study, te Slaa et al. detected the advantage of compression stockings of class I, which were carried after reconstruction (autologous femoropopliteal bypass surgery) and during the hospital stay at the surgically treated limb day and night, as well as over daytime for further 8 weeks after discharge, versus intermittent pneumatic compression related to postoperative edema [21]. From the author's own perspective, compression stockings of class I appear a reasonable compromise, since the value of the arterial pressure at the ankle is not clear. In each case, arterial pressure at the ankles (in mmHg) should be higher than the pressure declared for various compression classes. No further conclusions can be derived from the number of the open vessels at the calf [22].

Depending on the various accompanying diseases, modification of the single physical measures is required. Usage needs to be adapted to the individual needs of the specific patient. Accompanying diseases, which require such adaptation, are:

- Arterial hypertension with coronary heart disease and / or heart insufficiency,
- Diabetes mellitus with diabetic neuropathy as well as micro- and macroangiopathy,
- Chronic venous insufficiency of stage III according to Widmer's classification,
- Malignant tumor diseases,
- Rheumatological diseases (and)
- Inflammatory bowel disease [17].

Contraindications for CPDT are:

- Acute inflammation or erysipelas,
- Acute thrombophlebitis / phlebothrombosis,
- Decompensated heart insufficiency (and / or)
- Cardiac edema in chronic ischemic heart disease [11].

Manual lymph drainage is a circular stretching and relocating technique, which, in particular, affects the cutis and subcutis [23]. By stretching the wall of the lymphatic vessels, lymphangioptulcation is increased and, subsequently, a consecutive increase of
chyle production and flow can be achieved [17]. Usually, it starts centrally with stimulation of the regional lymph nodes, drainage propulsion is directed proximally and is associated with breathing exercise for the creation of a central lymphatic suction effect [11].

At a lower extremity, it starts usually from the lateral side because of frequently used vascular surgical/interventional access sites at the groin. In addition, it is reasonable to plan the flank as a drainage area prior to the actual treatment. Furthermore, wound and scar sites have to be taken into account [24].

Decongesting physical exercises support physical lymphatic transport. Training of the excursion, stretching exercises and isometric muscular exercises should be adapted to the patient’s specific needs [25].

Cautious skincare with pH-neutral creams is also recommendable to cushion the drying and mechanically incriminating effect of the compression materials.

**Lymphocele**

Lymphoceles can regress within a few weeks. Lymphatic fluid can get connection to draining lymphatic vessels or they can occlude by scar formation. Therefore, it appears reasonable to observe the spontaneous course in the mid-term run. In case of displacement, a sterile puncture can become necessary. A temporary instillation of ethanol or doxycyclin has been described in literature [26]. The own institutional approach comprises – in case of a displacing lymphocele within the subcutis – puncture of it and insertion of a catheter as it is used for urinary catheters via the suprapubic access site, since this type of catheter can be easily implanted using the implantation set after former ultrasound-guided detection of the lymphocele, following ultrasound-guided implantation. To obtain a sample for microbiological analysis is mandatory. The catheter is fixed at the skin surface and connected with a bag to collect the fluid. Afterwards, the area is compressed with a sand bag and bedrest is recommended. In case of reduced chylous volume, the catheter can be removed after former ultrasound-based control investigation followed by a compressing local dressing at the puncture site. This type of treatment is usually successful according to the own experiences.

**Lymphatic fistula**

The treatment of lymphatic fistulas can be prolonged and flamboyant. First, rest and mild compression are recommended [27]. A drainage in situ should be kept and used with no further suction [6].

Del Frari et al. favor the intraoperative detection of lymphatic fistulas by intracutaneous methylene blue injections and their subsequent ligation. For that reason, soft tissue is radically debrided at the fistula area. Subsequently, a 0.8 % methylene-blue solution is injected intracutaneously into the interdigital space of the 1st and 2nd toe. After discharge of the dye out of the lesioned lymphatic vessel, it can be identified and ligated with a 3/0 suture (Vicryl) [12].

Local application of doxycyclin can be considered an alternative or additive therapeutic measure in the treatment of lymphatic fistulas. Cnortlyw et al. administered 100 mg of doxycycline hydrochloride once a day via a drainage in situ or using a cannule introduced into the former drainage channel resulting in a significantly shorter treatment period [28].

A further option to treat lymphatic fistulas is the usage of vacuum-assisted closure (V.A.C.). For that reason, Hamed et al. used a normal black polyurethane sponge with a continuous suction of 125 mmHg. The sponge was exchanged three times a week. The treatment was finished if the drainage volume was substantially lower over 2-3 days and if there was a distinctly granulating wound area. It turned out that V.A.C. is an effective and easily available (but also cost-intensive) treatment option [29].

From the own point of view and experiences, a cutaneous V.A.C. can be attempted. The skin around the wound should be covered with a foam dressing (e.g., Mepilex lite or Allevyn Thin) before a polyurethane sponge is used. In case of a distinct wound dehiscence or necrosis at the wound margin, surgical debridement and subcutaneous placement of a V.A.C. cannot be avoided.

A further treatment option for persisting lymphatic fistulas is radiation using a dosage of 3x3 Gy, also on 3 subsequent days. In a study by Dietl et al., indication for radiation was seen by the surgeon and a radiologist if there was a postoperative release of chylous fluid of more than 50 mL/24 h. Prior to the radiation, each patient underwent ultrasound-based assessment of length, width and depth to finally determine the volume. Overall, the method was effective and at a reasonable price, as well as, in addition, there were no side effects. After an average of 10.5 days post radiatio, drainages could be removed [30].

“Packing” of healed and open lymphatic fistulas and lymphoceles has been described by Sansone et al. It comprises external compression using Prolene or silk sutures with plastic swabs, which comprises the lymph node-encompassing soft tissue. The treatment lasted 10 to 20 days. This therapeutic approach was assessed as an economic option to treat chronic lymphatic fistulas with a low risk of complications [31].

However, an appropriate soft-tissue preparation to get access to the vessels at the groin is the best prophylaxis for a lymphocele. It is recommended to place a longitudinal skin incision 2 fingers from the femoral artery to the lateral side below the inguinal ligament. Hereafter, preparation goes down to the fascia continuing to the vascular vagina medializing lymphatic vessels and nodes. Injured lymphatic vessels and nodes need to be consequently and carefully ligated or sutured since coagulation only cannot be considered reliable in preventing lymphatic fistula(s) [27,32]. Prophylactic insertion of a closed suction drainage does not provide an advantage to definite avoidance of a lymphocele [33].

**Chylascites—Chylothorax (Fig. 1)**

There is a step-wise and consequently conservative therapeutic approach at an initial stage. At the beginning, paracentesis can be performed once or a few times, which serves to relieve pressure on the abdominal cavity (or pleural cavity — in case of thoracocentesis) and subsequently to optimize gastrointestinal peristalsis (breathing excursion). In addition, a protein-enriched and fat-poor diet with MCT (“middle chain [fatty acid-containing] triglycerides”)-fat is recommended, which cannot be absorbed via (peri-)intestinal lymphatic vessels but via portal vein branches. As a result of this, there
is a lower chyle production due to the reduced need for fat transport indicated by a clearing of the chylosus fluid with a subsequent spontaneous closure of the fistula [2]. Conservative management and observation should be focused on this effect. In “non-responders”, treatment can be extended by or combined with “n.p.o.” and total parenteral nutrition (“TPN”). To consequently maintain and pursue this type of treatment is recommendable for a time period of 4-6 weeks [2]. The combination of an MCT-based diet or TPN with the application of octreotide (synthetic analogue of somatostatin) leads in approximately 100 % of cases to a successful outcome (final cessation indicated by a clearing of the chylosus fluid and reduction of the drainage volume) of chylascites [18]. Karaca et al. used a protocol with 3.5 µg/kg/h of the somatostatin analogue as continuous infusion on the 1st day of treatment. The dosage was increased by 0.5 µg/kg/h after 24 h if no side effects had occurred. This was continued until the ascites volume via drainage was lower than 100 mL/d. Twenty-four hours prior to the removal of the drainage, somatostatin application was stopped [13].

Conservative measures are closely associated with repeated controls of laboratory parameters within short time intervals and indicated supplementation of electrolytes, trace minerals and vitamins etc. ad libitum.

Benedix et al. have used a flow chart (Fig. 1) [34] for their therapeutic planning in case of chylorrhoe. It starts with paracentesis- / thoracocentesis-associated supportive therapeutic measures such as administration of fluids, electrolytes, vitamins and trace elements, microbiological investigation of the drainage fluid, sandostatin application and TPN. If there is no adequate improvement in chylascites, treatment is extended by continuous intravenous administration of the sympathomimetic drug etilefrin and MCT-based oral nutrition. In case of further persistence, a surgical approach comprising ligation of the damaged lymphatic vessel or thoracic duct needs to be considered. In chylotorax, further treatment after failure of the first therapeutic step depends on the drainage volume. In a drainage volume of more than 1,000 mL/treatment, extension is achieved by chemical pleurodesis or an attempt to embolize the thoracic duct / cysterna chyli by image-guided radiological intervention. Surgical intervention is considered the ultimate choice [34].

Basically, if conservative (non-operative) measures fail after a time period of 6-8 weeks, a surgical approach should be considered. This comprises direct ligation of the lesioned lymphatic vessel or creation of a peritoneovenous shunt [35,38]. The problem of such ligation is the doubtless identification of the damaged lymphatic vessel therefore uptake of fat-enriched nutrition or even cream cake is recommended.

In case of a surgical indication to treat chylotorax after utilization of all conservative measures, epiphrenic ligation of the thoracic duct has to be pursued.

These surgical measures are considered the last choice since the creation of a peritoneovenous shunt is associated with a surgical revision rate of 80 % (because of shunt insufficiency/leakage/occlusion) and mortality of up to 20 % [18].

Microsurgical therapy of lymphatic edema

After failure of conservative measures over a time period of approximately 6 months, indication for lymphatic vessel transplantation can be proved. Prediction for this is the necessary detection of disturbed natural drainage of lymphatic fluid within the specific limb by lymphoscintigraphy or lymphatic MRI. In addition, a non-altered leg is required to remove the lymphatic graft [36]. Then, lympho-lymphatic, lymphonodular or lymphovenous anastomoses are created. At the upper extremities, Ingianni described that a reduction of the edematous volume by approximately 30 % can be achieved by means of microsurgical lympho-venous end-to-end anastomoses with an invagination technique [37].

REPRESENTATIVE CASE REPORTS

Case 1: A 59-year old male patient was admitted to the hospital due to an increasing necrosis at the left forefront (approximately 20 x 20 cm) with hyperthermia and erythema indicating an infection. One year prior to that, the patient had undergone transperitoneal implantation of an infrarenal aorto-bifemoral Dacron-Y-prosthesis and an additional thrombendarterectomy of the common and profound femoral arteries. The patient was treated according to the “IRA concept”.

For diagnostic purposes and because of claustrophobia, the patient underwent CT-angiography, which revealed an occlusion of the superficial femoral artery and high-grade stenosis at the P2-segment of the popliteal artery prompting to the implantation of an iliac(prosthetic)-popliteal P3-“reversed” venous bypass including saphenous vein removal from the ipsilateral limb.

Intra- and postoperative courses were uneventful. Despite of lack of problems at the wound, there was an early postreconstructive edema which was approached with slight compression. The further course was uneventful, therefore, the patient was transferred to the Dept. of Plastic Surgery for plastic reconstruction of the forefront. Because of a disturbance of wound healing at the vein-removal site at the left thigh with massive chylosus release and a distinct swelling of the left limb with dermatitis, the patient was re-transferred to the first (reporting) hospital. The forefront was necrosectomized and further treated with V.A.C. closure.

Hereafter, wound dehiscence at the left thigh was debrided and further treated with V.A.C. closure. Both V.A.C. closures were changed a couple of times achieving clean wound conditions. In addition, the left leg was mildly compressed with short tractive bandages, as well as a manual lymphatic drainage initiated at the central lymphatic nodes. There was a slow reduction of the lymphedema while there was also an edema of the right leg, ascites and scrotal edema. A laboratory analysis confirmed the clinical suspicion of a distinct hypalbuminemia and hypoproteinemia most likely by the release of protein-rich secretion via V.A.C. closure.

Since protein-rich nutrition can only achieve a long-lasting effect, 20 % human albumin was administered intravenously (therapeutic cycle over 3 days). This led to a distinct reduction of scrotal edema and the edema of both legs, which managed to close the wound at the left thigh secondarily. The wound at the left forefront was further treated with skin graft after removal from the contralateral thigh (Fig. 2).

Case 2: A 70-year old male patient was admitted for an open im-
SUMMARY

There are manifold treatment options of lymphatic complications in vascular surgery, which have been under steady development. Mostly, step-wise and combined conservative procedures (among others, “wait and see”, parathoraco-centesis, MCT-enriched diet, TPN, supplementation in chylasites/chylothorax) are appropriate in the majority of lymphatic complications, however, they require experienced vascular surgeon / clinician of a vascularmedical center who needs the interdisciplinary cooperation and development of adequate measures provided by abdominal and thoracic surgeons. Surgical interventions are considered the last choice (“ultima ratio”) in case of failure of conservative therapy and are reserved to specialized centers experienced in reconstructive lymphatic surgery. The first choice is prevention of such complications by selected access sites and knowledge of the anatomic course of the lymphatic vessels including subtile tissue preparation with consequent ligation of the lymphatic vessels instead of rather lax and exclusive coagulation.

Chylous complications can primarily be approached by a considerable spectrum of conservative measures, which need to be exploited with a step-wise approach ultimately with a surgical intervention.

The vascular surgeon should be familiar with a sufficient finding-specific management of chylous complications, which needs an experienced clinician and surgeon in the interdisciplinary setting comprising interventional radiology, abdominal surgery and partially intensive care.
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